“Americans are very strong!”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Robert Mayer, L2020.004
“Sagging gun at sunrise”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Robert Mayer, L2020.004
“Sewing patches”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Robert Mayer, L2020.004
“Landing in Normandy D+18”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Elizabeth Sayles, L2020.003
“Concealment”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Elizabeth Sayles, L2020.003
“Sniper Lookout”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Elizabeth Sayles, L2020.003
“Trevieres”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Elizabeth Sayles, L2020.003
“German Defense against Glider Invasion”

Arthur Shilstone

On Loan Courtesy of Elizabeth Sayles, L2020.003
“Berest Duska”

Jim Steg

On Loan Courtesy of Frances Swigart, L2020.005
“Osa”

Jim Steg

On Loan Courtesy of Frances Swigart, L2020.005
“Yiosvic”

Jim Steg

On Loan Courtesy of Frances Swigart, L2020.005
“Balaneneso Wasia”

Jim Steg

On Loan Courtesy of Frances Swigart, L2020.005
“Young Man with Hat”

Jim Steg

On Loan Courtesy of Frances Swigart, L2020.005
“Invasion Eve”

Theodore Katz

Gift of Richard Katz, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.278.001
“Street Scene”

Theodore Katz

“Reveille”

Theodore Katz

Gift of Richard Katz, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.278.003
“The Octopus”

Theodore Katz

Gift of Richard Katz, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.278.004
“Drunk Elephant”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.001
“Back Again”

John Jarvie

“Birthday Elephant”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.003
“Trier, Germany May 1945”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.009
Displaced Persons Camp Sketch “Breakout”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.005
“A Poor Little Church”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.007
“Mandeville, France Church”

John Jarvie

Gift of John Jarvie, The Ghost Army Legacy Project Collection, 2019.292.006
“Self Portrait”

Arthur Singer

On Loan Courtesy of Paul Singer, L2020.009
“Soldiers in Life Vests from Henry Gibbons”

Arthur Singer

On Loan Courtesy of Paul Singer, L2020.009
“Omaha Beach”

Arthur Singer

On Loan Courtesy of Paul Singer, L2020.009
“Skull at Fort Vaux”

Arthur Singer

On Loan Courtesy of Paul Singer, L2020.009
“Portrait of Judy”

Arthur Singer

On Loan Courtesy of Paul Singer, L2020.009
“Waiting to Cross the English Channel”

Ned Harris Sketchbook Series

On Loan Courtesy of Bryan Harris, L2020.003
Watercolor Scenes by Joseph Spence

Gift in Memory of Joseph Richard Spence, 2020.001.001-.003